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Smart Autonomous Response

Example of ROSA’s Autonomous Response Escalation

At the core of the entire RAD ecosystem is what’s known as the 
‘autonomous response’ – the AI-powered device’s programmed or learned 
reaction to events and conditions within its surveilled field of view. While 
most other ‘security devices’ before RAD would simply record video for 
retrieval and review after a suspected occurrence, RAD devices can detect 
and deter instances like trespassing, loitering and vagrancy which often lead 
to more serious or costly crimes.

ROSA harnesses the immense power of RAD’s AI analytic library to be able 
to detect when an unusual situation occurs and if it continues. These fully 
customizable autonomous responses could be an escalation of both audible 
and visual alerts, including highly visible lighting and blaring alarms. If the 
detected situation continues, ROSA may open lines of communication with 
local or remote monitoring personnel or law enforcement to dispatch 
additional resources to the scene.
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AREA IS SECURE, NO DETECTED EVENTS TRESPASSER DETECTED, ALERTS TO LEAVE INITIATED ACTIVITY DETECTED, SECURITY ALERTED



Right for Any Enterprise - Big or Small

 

Part of Your Security Solution
It’s become more challenging to recruit and maintain a staff of 
quality security guards. Businesses are rushing to discover 
cost-effective alternatives to rising guard costs and declining 
guard performance. 

RAD’s sole mission, which ROSA 3.0 delivers, is to arm smart 
businesses with tomorrow’s autonomous remote services and 
AI-powered tools – today.

There’s never been an easier security device installation than ROSA. In just 
about 15 minutes, ROSA will be professionally installed, powered by 
standard 110 VAC, and connects to RAD’s cloud-based servers via ‘enhanced 
cellular’ or Wi-Fi . 

Stand back and observe as ROSA lights up, connects and reports that it’s 
“ready for service”.

Plug and Play Security Guard in a Box
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“We don’t have to worry about anything. Because ROSA communicates 
via cellular, we never have to worry about an internet connection.”



RADPACK mini - For Robust AI
RAD delivers a massive boost in performance with the new 
RADPACK mini ‘Compute & Control’ hardware controller. 
Capable of handling even the most demanding AI 
analytics, RAD Pack Mini powers every aspect of ROSA’s 
real-time video, audio, autonomous response messaging 
and cellular-enhanced cloud communications.

“RADPACK mini opens the door for robust functionality 
across the RAD product line with features that we have 
yet to conceive. It’s really an entirely new platform for 
us to build upon. It’s at the core of what I refer to as 
RAD 3.0, the next phase of RAD,” 

- Steve Reinharz, Founder and CEO at RAD 

Tucked inside ROSA’s sleak new design, and powered 
by RADPACK mini, are (2) high resolution, full color, 
always-on digital cameras, (1) 2TB HDD server and drive, 
(1) 100W marine-rated audio speaker, and enough 
battery backup storage to power the device for hours 
in the event of a power outage.
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- ROSA saved us money - ROSA empowers our officers
  to be more productive“In addition to nighttime hours, we used to spend a lot 

of money for 24-hour security on Sundays. Through 
RAD’s subscription model, we’re paying a fraction of 
what we were paying before. More importantly, we’ve 
seen a drop in crime. ROSA is doing the same or better 
than having a security guard in place. When ROSA sees 
someone at night, its response is scary enough that it 
does the trick.”

- Greg Van Haute, Vice President, Citrus Construction

“Thanks to the ROSA units, we’ve addressed all sorts of 
issues. Damage to vehicles, graffiti on the exterior of 
the building, the homeless tampering with our 
electrical outlets to charge their phones, trash left 
around the property – that’s all gone since we put the 
ROSAs in. There are also important intangibles that you 
really can’t put a price tag on, like an improvement in 
employee well-being and productivity because our 
staff now feels safe at work.”

- Sean Perez, General Manager, Midway Car Rental  

“It’s apparent that bringing RAD on as a solution provider was 
a great decision for us and our clients. We’re now able to 
redeploy our guards to posts that require the human element 
and leave the boring, repetitive and dangerous tasks to the 
RAD robots.”

- RAD Authorized Dealer, October 2021
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Tech Specs

2TB HDD
Backup Cloud

Near Wi-Fi Quality 
via Enhanced Cellular

Customizable
Ribbon Lights

Customizable
Messages

2 Cameras Providing
180° Field of View

2-Way Audio 
Communication

Battery Backup

RADPACK Mini
The Power Inside
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RADSoC - Data at Your Fingertips on Any Platform

metrics

real time 
visibility

easy device
customization

incident
data analysis

easily initiate
audio ‘talk down’
through RAD device

customize 
autonomous 
response escalation

mobile
alerts
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